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1. Introduction 
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The goal of ESPRIT-project 348 (GIPE - Generation of Interactive Programming Environments) is to make 
a system which can generate an interactive programming environment for a programming language from 
the specification of that language. In this context the Algebraic Specification Formalism ASF 
[BHK.87, BHK85] has been developed as an intermediate step in the development of a formalism to specify 
languages. However, one cannot only specify languages in ASF, but also general abstract data types. 
One can derive executable prototypes from a given algebraic specification in several ways. In most 
approaches, the original specification is translated into a - preferably equivalent - form that can be executed 
efficiently. We have, for instance, experimented with translations to input for the Equation Interpreter 
[0Do85] and C-Prolog [PWBBP85]. These experiments are described in [Hen87, HK.86). 
In this paper, we describe a system for compilation and execution of ASF specifications. The equa-
tions in the specification are interpreted as rewrite rules from left to right. 
A short introduction to ASF is given in section 2 and the system itself is described in section 3. Sec-
tion 4 deals with soundness and completeness of the implementation and section 5 discusses some possible 
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improvements of the current implementation. Finally, section 6 contains some conclusions related to the 
current implementation of the system. 
2. Introduction to ASF 
ASF [BHK87, BHK.85] is an algebraic specification formalism similar to OBJ2 [FGJM85], ACT-ONE 
[EM85], and RAP [Hus86]. The general idea is to give a signature and a set of (conditional) equations 
over that signature. The signature consists of a set of sorts and a set of functions over these sorts. 
The meaning of an ASF-specification is its initial algebra [MG85]. An example of the initial algebra 
is obtained by first taking the free term algebra over the signature of the specification. Next, a congruence 
relation is defined on this algebra by defining two closed terms to be equal if and only if their equality can 
be deduced from the set of (conditional) equations using many-sorted conditional equational logic [GM82]. 
Fmally, closed terms that are in the same congruence class are identified. 
ASF allows for modular division of the specification. It has several features to support this: 
• Exports: 
Each module may have an exports section consisting of a (possibly incomplete) signature. These 
sorts and functions are visible outside the module. 
• Hidden sorts and functions: 
Sorts and functions that are local to a module are declared in the sorts and functions sections . 
• Imports: 
The imports section contains the names of modules that have to be incorporated in a module. 
While importing a module it is possible to bind its parameters, to rename its signature (see below) 
or to perform a combination of these. 
• Parameters: 
Parameters are declarations of (possibly incomplete) signatures which are formal parameters of 
the module. They are declared in the parameters section. They can be bound to actual sorts and 
functions of a module when the parameterized module is imported. 
• Renamings: 
Upon import of a module we can rename parts of the signature of the module if changes in names 
of sorts or functions are desirable to avoid, for instance, name clashes. 
Modularization has been studied separately in [BHK86], which gives an algebraic specification of 
the main concepts of modularization, except for parameterization. In [BHK87] an extensive description of 
ASF is given and it also describes the normalization strategy, which defines how compound modules have 
to be evaluated in the context of the total specification to which they belong. The result of normalization is 
a module without imports, but some unbound parameters may remain. 
3. The ASF system 
3.1. User-level architecture 
At the user level, the ASF system consists of three commands: 
• asfcheck: 
Performs syntax checking and typechecking of an ASF specification. 
• asf: 
Performs syntax checking, typechecking, normalization and generation of a prototype. 
• asfex: 
Reduces a set of input terms using a previously generated prototype. The steps in these reductions 
may be displayed by setting the trace option of asfex. 
Strictly spealcing, the as fcheck command is redundant It only exists for reasons of efficiency. The 
user-level architecture of the ASF system is shown in figure 1. 
Specification in ASF Specification in ASF 
I asfLck I $ 
Prototype Input 
asfex 
Output 
Fig. 1: User-level architecture of ASF system 
3.2. An example 
To illustrate the system we will use the following specification of natural numbers as an example: 
module Natural-Numbers 
begin 
exports 
begin 
sorts NAT 
functions 
zero -> NAT 
succ NAT -> NAT 
plus NAT f NAT -> NAT 
end 
variables 
x, y : -> NAT 
equations 
[1] 
[2] 
plus (x, zero) 
plus (x, succ (y) ) 
end Natural-Numbers 
x 
succ(plus(x, y)) 
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Assume that this specification resides in a file named example. as f. First, this specification is checked 
and compiled into a prototype by the command: 
asf example.asf 
Now assume that the following input module resides on file example. inp: 
module Natural-Numbers 
begin 
variables 
x, y : -> NAT 
terms 
[1] plus(zero, succ(zero)) 
[2] plus(succ(x), succ(y)) 
• 
end Natural-Numbers 
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The command 
asfex example.inp 
will check the input module and produce the following: 
module Natural-Numbers 
begin 
[1] plus(zero, succ(zero)) 
= succ (zero) 
[2] plus(succ(x), succ(y)) 
= succ(plus(succ(x), y)) 
end Natural-Numbers 
When the trace option of asfex is set, this output will also show the intermediate steps used in the reduc-
tions. 
3.3. Internal structure 
Specification in ASF 
asfcheck 
Parser 
Abstract structure 
of the specification 
~ 
Specification in ASF 
asf 
Parser 
Abstract structure 
of the specification 
c$ 
Abstract structure 
of the normalized specification 
Generator of prototype 
Specification dependent part 
Input 
asfex 
Input parser 
Abstract structure 
oftheinput 
of prototype --"!-""I 
Output 
Fig. 2: Internal structure of ASF system 
The internal structure of the ASF system is shown in figure 2. It consists of the following major steps: 
e asfcheck: 
The typechecker of ASF acts on the abstract structure of a specification which is generated by a 
pamer. This parser of ASF specifications is available as as fparse. 
• asf: 
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The same abstract structure is used in as f as input for the normaliur and the generator of the pro-
totype. 
• asfnorm: 
The normaliur removes the modular structure from all modules in the specification. 
Thus, in the output of the normaliur all imports have been removed and all renamings 
and parameter bindings have been carried ouL 
• asfimpl: 
The generator of the prototype adds type information to the equations and creates the 
specification dependent part of the prototype. 
• asfex: 
The generated code plus the code for a "reduction machine" (the specification independent part) 
constitute the prototype. The input for the prototype is first transformed to abstract structures 
using the input parser, which is available as inpparse. 
3.3.1. Typechecking and normalization 
Although typechecking and normalization may be considered to be different at the user level, they have a 
lot in common in their implementation. The typechecker has to do a great deal of normalization, because it 
must at least construct the visible signature (the combination of the export signature and the signatures of 
the parameters) of each module. Therefore, the typechecker and the normaliur have been implemented by 
one combined program. 
The normaliur generates the abstract structure of the normaliud specification. This abstract struc-
ture is analogous to the one generated by the parser. This is done to allow addition of an unparser in a 
future version of the system. 
The normalizer renames hidden sorts and functions when the module in which they are declared is 
imported in another module. The user of the system will only observe these renamings in traces of terms in 
which imported hidden functions occur. Function symbols and operators which consist of an identifier sur-
rounded by dots are renamed by postfixing the identifier with a hyphen and a natural number. Operators 
which consist of sequences of one or more operator symbols are postfixed with one or more * 's. This 
assures that the new function symbols and operators are legal ASF function symbols and operators. These 
automatic renamings are such that name clashes with other functions and operators are avoided. 
3.3.2. Generation of the prototype 
A generated prototype consists of two parts: 
• The specification dependent part: 
This part consists mainly of the Prolog code generated from the equations and the signatures of 
each (normaliud) module. The signatures are needed to typecheck input modules. The equations 
are disambiguated to prevent incorrect use of equations due to overloading of function symbols. 
• The specification independent part: 
This part of the prototype consists of C-Prolog clauses for typechecking input modules, for reduc-
ing terms to normal form, for printing terms, and for creating traces of reductions. 
The generator of the prototype only creates the specification dependent part. Upon execution this code is 
added to the specification independent part. 
Code is generated using a modified version of the compilational approach of van Emden and 
Yukawa [EY87, HK88]. It implements a leftmost innermost reduction strategy. For each n-ary function in 
the specification a (n+l)-ary predicate and a n-ary function are created. The predicate represents the graph 
of the function: its first argument is the result of the application of the function to the rest of the arguments. 
The function represents the case of normal forms (i.e. irreducible terms). A catch-all rule is used to build 
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the term if no equation is applicable. The following illustrates the generated code for the previously given 
example of natural nwnbers: 
I* >>> Equations 
I* [ll */ 
plus(X, X, zero). 
/* [2] */ 
plus(Res, X, succ(Y)) 
:- plus(Il, X, Y), 
succ(Res, Il). 
I* >>> Catch-all 
zero (zero) • 
succ(succ(Il), Il). 
plus(plus(Il, I2), Il, I2). 
(In section 5.2 an improved version of this code will be presented.) 
<<< */ 
<<< *I 
Before generating code for an equation the use of variables is checked. FU'St, let V be the set of vari-
ables used in the left-hand side of the conclusion of the equation. Next, the conditions (if present) of the 
equation are checked in the order in which they are specified. There are two possibilities for each condi-
tion: 
1. The condition is correct if all variables of both sides are elements of V. 
2. The condition is also correct if all variables of only one side of the condition occur in V. The extra vari-
ables in the other side are added to V. 
· Ftnally, it is checked that all variables in the right-hand side of the conclusion of the equation are members 
of the resulting set V. Hence, an error-message is given if in both sides of a condition or in the right-hand 
side of an equation variables are used which have not been introduced before. 
The code generated for a condition is influenced by the above mentioned use of variables in it. In 
case l the generated code will reduce both sides of the condition and the condition succeeds if the results 
are equal. In the case 2 the side of the condition in which no new variables are introduced is reduced and 
the result has to be unified with the other side to fulfil the condition. 
3.3.3. Parsing of specification and input modules 
The ASF system contains two parsers: one for ASF specifications and one for input modules. Both parsers 
are written in LEX, Y ACC and C. They both generate abstract structures of their input represented in C-
Prolog clauses. 
The input of the prototype is a nwnber of input-modules, each consisting of a set of terms labeled 
with the name of a module. These module names state which equations may be used while reducing a term 
to normal form. This is necessary because in this version of the ASF system the generated prototype is an 
implementation for all modules of the specification. The input should have the following concrete syntax: 
<input> ::= <input-module>+ . 
<input-module> ::= "module" <module-ident> 
"begin" 
[ <variables> ] 
[<terms>] 
"end" <module-ident> . 
<terms> ::= "terms" <tagged-term>+ . 
<tagged-term> ::= <tag> <term> . 
Where <module-ident>, <variables>, <tag> and <term> are defined as in [BHK87]. Each input-module 
has two opti9nal sections: 
e variables section: 
The variables used in the terms section of the module should be declared with their sort in this 
section. These sorts should of course be defined in the signature of the corresponding module in 
the specification after nonnalization. 
• terms section: 
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This section contains the terms to be reduced to normal form. Terms are always typechecked 
before they are reduced. 
3.3.4. Reduction of terms to normal form 
Terms in an input-module are translated in a similar manner as terms in specification modules. 1be term 
plus (zero, succ (zero)) will, for instance, be translated to the Prolog goals: 
?- zero (Rl), 
zero (R2), 
succ(R3, R2), 
plus(Res, Rl, R3). 
In this way the arguments of a term are first reduced to nonnal form in left to right order. The standard 
Prolog interpretation ensures the reduction machine to search for the first equation (in the normaliz.ed 
specification) whose left-hand side matches. ff the equation at hand is a conditional one, first all the condi-
tions must be satisfied. The generated code is such that all subterms of the right-hand side of the equation 
are reduced to normal form before returning the result of evaluation. 
If during the reduction of a term a conditional equation is encountered, its conditions are evaluated in 
the order in which they are specified. As mentioned before, the use of variables in a condition determines 
how it is evaluated. 
Evaluation of open terms (terms in which variables occur) is supported by the system. Note, how-
ever, that variables are treated as constants in the reduction of an open term. This assures the prototype to 
return nonnal forms of open terms which are equationaly provable from the equations given in the 
specification. In particular no induction on the structure of terms is used to deduce equality of terms. 
When the trace option is set, each instance of an equation used in the reduction of the terms in the 
input is printed. This is achieved by Prolog clauses which simulate an Prolog interpreter of the generated 
code which has the side effect of printing the trace information. Doing this the generated code of the pro-
totype does not have to be changed to provide the trace-option. This avoids the need to regenerate the pro-
totype when the trace option is activated or deactivated. 
4. Soundness and oompleten~ 
The generated prototype interprets the equations of the specification as rewrite rules for a (conditional) 
term rewriting system. 
The generated interpretation is sound. i.e. for all (eventually open) terms t 1 and t 2 the following 
holds: if the implementation I returns t 2 as the result of evaluation of t 1, then the equality of t 1 and t 2 can 
be proved using the equations E of the specification. In short notation: 
I I= ti - t2 => E ~ ti = t2 
The proof of this is similar to the proof of the correctness of the compilational approach in [EY87]. 
More interesting is the question whether the converse holds. Or, more precisely, if two terms t 1 and 
t 2 are given such that they can be proved equal using E, can we use the implementation to show them to be 
equal: 
E ~ t1 =t2 => 3t IF ti->tAI F t2-*t 
In general, this is too much to hope for, because it is undecidable whether an equation is derivable from a 
given set of equations. Incompleteness might be caused by non-termination of the implementation, non-
conftuence, and the inability to solve conditions. We will treat these aspects in short and for an extensive 
treatment we refer to [Kap87]. In general, it is undecidable whether any of these three aspects holds for a 
set of equations. However, syntactic criteria exits which assure the term rewriting system corresponding to 
a set of (conditional) equations to be complete. Such criteria have not been implemented in the current ver-
sion of the system. 
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4.1. Termination 
It is very easy to write a set of equations which, when interpreted as rewrite rules, will not terminate. Some 
of the easiest examples are: 
[1] a = a 
and commutative laws like: 
[1] x + y = y + x 
Several articles [Kap87, JW87] investigate the use of simplification orderings to prove termination of term 
rewriting systems. A simplification ordering [Der85, Rus85] is a wellfounded ordering > on open terms 
such that: 
e each term t is less than a term in which it occurs: 
/( ... , t, ... ) > t 
e and the ordering preserves contexts: 
t1 > t2 => /( ... , ti. ... ) > /( ... , t2, ... ) 
In [DF85] a description is given of an algorithm that will construct a simplification ordering that proves ter-
mination of a term rewriting system or terminates in failure. It tries to construct a simplification ordering 
from a given set of equations by assuming that all terms in the conditions and the right-hand side of the 
conclusion of an equation have to be smaller than the left-hand side of the conclusion. 
Unfortunately, it is sometimes necessary to change the intended meaning of a specification in order 
to assure termination of the corresponding term rewriting system. It is, for example, impossible to give a 
specification of the datatype sets such that the corresponding term rewriting system terminates without 
imposing an ordering on the elements in the sets. 
4.2. Confluence 
A term rewriting system is confluent if for all terms t, t 1 and t 2 such that t reduces to t 1 as well as t 2 , there 
exists a term v such that both t 1 and t 2 reduce to v. In short: 
t-t1At-t2 => 3v t1-VAt2-V 
An example of a specification of which the corresponding term rewriting system is not confluent is the fol-
lowing: 
[1] a = b 
[2 J a = c 
In such a specification the implementation is incapable of proving the equality of, for example, b and c. 
It is possible to transform a given set of (conditional) equations into a confluent (and terminating) 
term rewriting system if a simplification ordering on terms is given. In [Kap87] a sketch of such a comple-
tion procedure is given which is again improved in [JW87]. 
There exist syntactic criteria, like regularity, which assure confluence. A term rewriting system is 
regular if it is left-'linear (no variable occurs more than once in the left-hand side of an equation) and non 
ambiguous (no two rules exist with overlapping left-hand sides). Such criteria are easy to check but they 
have not been implemented because they are useless if one wants to reduce open terms. 
4.3. Conditions 
To implement conditions correctly it is neccesary to be able to solve equations over a given set of equa-
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tions. Again, confluence and termination are needed to find a solution of an equation. In 
[1] a = b 
[2] a = c 
[3] a = c ===> d = e 
the generated code cannot reduce d to e because it cannot deduce the equality of a and c. The following 
example shows a set of equations for which the generated code will not terminate if a or c are to be 
reduced 
[1] a = b ===> c = d 
[2] c = d ===> a = b 
If in a condition of an equation variables occur which do not occur in the left-hand side of the con-
clusion, the implementation has to find terms which solve the condition. In Kaplan's article [Kap87] such 
conditions are forbidden. As mentioned before, our system is more liberal in allowing conditions in which 
variables may be introduced (see section 3.3.2). 
A warning is given if variables are not used in the above mentioned way, but this does not guarantee 
completeness of the implementation as becomes clear in the following example: 
module Natural-Numbers 
begin 
exports 
begin 
sorts BOOL, NAT 
functions 
true 
false 
0 
s 
+ 
It-
end 
variables 
x, y, z 
equations 
NAT 
NAT 4t 
NAT 4t 
-> NAT 
-> BOOL 
-> BOOL 
-> NAT 
-> NAT 
NAT -> NAT 
NAT -> BOOL 
[1] x + 0 = x 
[2] x + s(y) s(x + y) 
[3] 
[4 J 
[5] 
lt(x, x) 
x + s(y) 
x + s(y) 
end Natural-Numbers 
false 
z ===> lt(x, z) 
z ===> lt(z, x) 
true 
false 
The generated code of this specification, for example, will show the term 1 t ( o, s ( o) l to be irreducable. 
The term matches with the left-hand side of the conclusion of [ 4 J , whereafter the term substituted for z (in 
this case: s (0)) is reduced and unified with o + s (y). This unification fails. Next, equation [51 is 
examined, but in this case the terms o and s (0) + s (y) have to be unifiable. No further equation is 
applicable and hence the term is irreducable. 
5. Pc&ible improvements 
The ASF system described here is completely operational and can be used to compile specifications of rea-
sonable size (e.g. SO pages). We see, however, many potential improvements to the system. These will 
now be discussed briefly. 
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5.1. Normalization versus modular compilation 
In the current system the modular structure of the specification is not reflected in the generated code. 
The user is often interested in just one module of his specification, but in the current system code is 
generated for all modules. Each module is normalized and code is generated for it independently of the 
code generated for the other ones. This will not only increase the compilation time of specifications, but 
also the size and execution time of generated code. 
While the user will often only change a few modules, the current ASF system will completely 
typecheck, nonnali:re and generate code for all modules in the specification including the ones that have 
not been changed. A modular implementation would only process the changed modules. Currently, we are 
investigating modular implementation techniques. 
5.2. Optimization of generated code 
In the example of natural numbers (see section 3.2) the generated code could be simplified by observing 
that the functions zero and succ are never used as head symbol in the left-hand side of an equation. 
Hence, there are no clauses for the predicates of these functions except for the catch-all rules. As a conse-
quence, the generated code could be simplified to: 
I* >>> Equations 
/* [1] */ 
plus(X, X, zero). 
I* [21 */ 
plus(succ(Il), X, succ(Y)) 
:- plus(Il, X, Y). 
/* >>> Catch-all 
plus(plus(Il, I2), Il, !2). 
<<< */ 
<<< *I 
We could also do without the catch-all rule for plus if only closed expressions were to be reduced. This 
same information could also be used in the decomposition of an input term into Prolog goals. The goal 
?- plus(Res, zero, succ(zero)). 
would now be the result of decomposition of the term plus (zero, succ (zero)). 
This simplification is not yet implemented, because it requires global information of the 
specification. As in the example of natural numbers and natural numbers modulo 2 in appendix I it can be 
useful to specify a function without any equations in one module and import this module in another one in 
which equations are added for the function. Using such global information is difficult to reconcile with our 
desire to achieve a modular implementation of ASF. 
5.3. Optimization of the reduction machine 
It frequently occurs that the same (sub)term is reduced more than once during the reduction of a given 
input term. Such repeated reductions can be avoided by storing terms and their computed normal form in a 
database. Before reducing a term, the reduction machine can consult the database to see whether or not it 
has been reduced previously and the stored normal form can be used. Of course, some equilibrium will 
have to be found between storing all intermediate results and recomputing them. Initial experiments show 
that this techniques might lead to substantial savings in execution time. 
6. Concluding remarks 
The current ASF implementation has been in use over the past year for the development of many small and 
several large specifications. It has been ported to various machines (Vax, Sun, and Gould) and institutes. 
The implementation consists of 2600 lines of Prolog, and 1600 lines of other supporting programs (e.g., C, 
LEX, and YACC). This shows that a simple, experimental, system for the processing of algebraic 
specifications can be build with a modest effort. However, still much research is needed to improve 
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compilation techniques and to improve the perfonnance of the generated prototypes. 
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Appendix I. An example 
1.1. Example 
module Natural-Numbers 
begin 
exports 
begin 
sorts NAT 
functions 
0 
NAT succ 
plus 
mult 
NAT t NAT 
NAT t NAT 
end 
variables 
n, nl, n2 -> NAT 
equations 
[nl] plus (n, 0) 
-> NAT 
-> NAT 
-> NAT 
-> NAT 
[n2] plus (nl, succ (n2)) 
[n3] mult(n, 0) 
[n4] mult(nl, succ (n2)) 
[n5] mult (0, n) 
[n6] mult(succ(nl), 
end Natural-Numbers 
module Natural-Numbers-mod-2 
begin 
imports 
Natural-Numbers 
{ renamed by 
n2) 
[ NAT -> NAT-2, 
succ -> s, 
plus -> _+_, 
mult -> * l 
equations 
[ml] s (s (0)) = 0 
end Natural-Numbers-mod-2 
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n 
succ(plus(nl, n2)) 
= 0 
= plus (mult (nl, n2), nl) 
0 
plus(mult(nl, n2), n2) 
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1.2. Example in abm'ad form (constructed by asfparse) 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/* *I 
I* Natural-Numbers */ 
/* *I 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
sorts('Natural-Numbers','**exp','NAT'). 
function('Natural-Numbers','**exp',fnc('O',' [)','NAT')). 
function('Natural-Numbers','**exp',fnc(succ, ['NAT'],'NAT')). 
function('Natural-Numbers','**exp',fnc(plus, ['NAT','NAT'],'NAT')). 
function('Natural-Numbers','**exp',fnc(mult, ['NAT','NAT'],'NAT')). 
variable('Natural-Numbers',n2,'NAT'l. 
variable('Natural-Numbers',nl,'NAT'). 
variable('Natural-Numbers',n,'NAT'). 
equation('Natural-Numbers',' [nl)', 
eq(plus(n,'0'),n), 
'[)'). 
equation('Natural-Numbers',' [n2)', 
eq(plus(nl,succ(n2)),succ(plus(nl,n2))), 
, [ 1 , ) • 
equation('Natural-Numbers',' [n3]', 
eq(mult(n,'0'),'0'), 
, [ 1 , ) • 
equation('Natural-Numbers',' [n4]', 
eq(mult(nl,succ(n2)),plus(mult(nl,n2),nl)), 
, [] , ) . 
equation('Natural-Numbers',' [n5]', 
eq(mult('0',n),'0'), 
, [ 1 , ) • 
equation('Natural-Numbers',' [n6)', 
eq(mult(succ(nl),n2),plus(mult(nl,n2),n2)), 
'[]'). 
module_names('Natural-Numbers','Natural-Numbers'). 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
I* *I 
/* Natural-Numbers-mod-2 */ 
I* *I 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
binop (' + ', '+' ) • 
binop(,-*-','*'). 
imports('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','Natural-Numbers', 
ren([rename('NAT','NAT-2'),rename(succ,s),rename(plus,' + '),rename(mult,' * '))), 
''). -- --
equation('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','[ml)', 
eq(s(s('0')),'0'), 
, [] , ) . 
module_names('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','Natural-Numbers-mod-2'). 
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1.3. Normalized version of Example (abstract form) 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/* */ 
/* Natural-Numbers */ 
I* *I 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
module names('Natural-Numbers','Natural-Numbers'). 
sorts('Natural-Numbers','**exp','NAT'). 
function(' Natural-Numbers',' **exp', fnc (' 0',' (]','NAT')) • 
function('Natural-Numbers','**exp',fnc(succ, ['NAT'],'NAT')). 
function('Natural-Numbers','**exp',fnc(plus, ['NAT','NAT'],'NAT')). 
function('Natural-Numbers','**exp',fnc(mult, ['NAT','NAT'],'NAT')). 
variable('Natural-Numbers',n2,'NAT'). 
variable('Natural-Numbers',nl,'NAT'). 
variable('Natural-Numbers',n,'NAT'). 
equation ('Natural-Numbers',' [nl] ',eq(plus (n, '0') ,n),' [] '). 
equation('Natural-Numbers',' [n2]',eq(plus(nl,succ(n2)),succ(plus(nl,n2))),' []'). 
equation ('Natural-Numbers',' [n3]' ,eq (mult (n, '0'),' 0'),' [] ') • 
equation('Natural-Numbers',' [n4]',eq(mult(nl,succ(n2)),plus(mult(nl,n2),nl)),' []'). 
equation(' Natural-Numbers',' [n5]' ,eq (mult (' 0', n),' 0'),' []') • 
equation('Natural-Numbers',' [n6]',eq(mult(succ(nl),n2),plus(mult(nl,n2),n2)),' []'). 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
I* *I 
I* Natural-Numbers-mod-2 */ 
/* *I 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
module names('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','Natural-Numbers-mod-2'). 
sorts('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','**exp','NAT-2'). 
function('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','**exp',fnc('O',' []','NAT-2')). 
function('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','**exp',fnc(s, ['NAT-2'],'NAT-2')). 
function('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','**exp',fnc(' + ',['NAT-2','NAT-2'],'NAT-2')). 
function('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','**exp',fnc('-*-',['NAT-2','NAT-2'],'NAT-2')). 
variable('Natural-Numbers-mod-2',n2,'NAT-2'). - -
variable('Natural-Numbers-mod-2',nl,'NAT-2'). 
variable('Natural-Numbers-mod-2',n,'NAT-2'). 
equation('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','[nl]',eq(' + '(n,'0'),n),' []'). 
equation (' Natural-Numbers-mod-2',' [n2]', eq ('-+-, (nl, s (n2)), s (' + ' (nl, n2))),' [] ') • 
equation ('Natural-Numbers-mod-2',' [n3]', eq (' _* _' (n,' 0'),' 0'), 'Cl'> . 
equation (' Natural-Numbers-mod-2',' [n4]', eq (' ::::* ::::• (nl, s (n2)), '_ + _' (' -*-' (nl,n2), nl)),' [] ') • 
equation (' Natural-Numbers-mod-2',' [n5] ', eq (' * ' (' 0', n),' 0'),' []') • 
equation('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','[n6]',eq('-*-'(s(nl),n2),' + '(' * '(nl,n2),n2)),'[]'). 
equation('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','[ml]',eq(s(s('0')),'0'),' [J'l. - -
/*****************************************************************************/ 
I* *I 
/* Binary Operators */ 
I* *I 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
binop ( '_ * _, , *) . 
binop(' _+_' ,+). 
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L4. Normali7.ed version of Example (unparsed) 
module Natural-Numbers 
begin 
exports 
begin 
sorts NAT 
functions 
0 ->NAT 
NAT -> NAT 
NAT t NAT -> NAT 
NAT t NAT -> NAT 
end 
succ 
plus 
mult 
variables 
n, nl, n2 -> NAT 
equations 
[nl] plus(n, 0) 
[n2] plus(nl, succ(n2)) 
[n3] mult(n, 0) 
[n4] mult (nl, succ(n2)) 
[n5] mult(O, n) 
[n6] mult(succ(nl), n2) 
- n 
- succ(plus(nl, 
0 
plus(mult(nl, 
- 0 
• plus (mult (nl, 
end Natural-Numbers 
module Natural-Numbers-mod-2 
begin 
end 
exports 
begin 
sorts NAT-2 
functions 
0 
end 
variables 
-> NAT-2 
NAT-2 -> NAT-2 
NAT-2 t NAT-2 -> NAT-2 
NAT-2 t NAT-2 -> NAT-2 
n, nl, n2 -> NAT-2 
equations 
[nl] 
[n2] 
[n3] 
[n4] 
[n5] 
[n6] 
[ml] 
n + 0 
nl + s(n2) 
n * 0 
nl * s(n2) 
0 * n 
s (nl) * n2 
s(s(O)) = 0 
Natural-Numbers-mod-2 
,, 
n 
s(nl + n2) 
0 
• nl * n2 + nl 
0 
nl * n2 + n2 
n2)) 
n2), nl) 
n2), n2) 
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1.5. Specification dependent part of the prototype generated for Example 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
I* *I 
/* Natural-Numbers */ 
/* */ 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
module('Natural-Numbers'). 
sorts('Natural-Numbers','NAT'). 
function (' 0-1 1 , 'Natural-Numbers',' 0',' [] ', 'NAT') • 
function('succ-1 1 ,'Natural-Numbers',succ, ['NAT'],'NAT'). 
function('plus-1','Natural-Numbers',plus, ['NAT','NAT'],'NAT'). 
function('mult-1','Natural-Numbers',mult, ['NAT','NAT'],'NAT'). 
I* >>> Equations 
/* [nl] */ 
'plus-1' (_168,_168, I o-1') 
:- ! . 
/* [n2] */ 
'plus-1' ( 341, 189, 'succ-1' ( 226)) 
• 'plus-1 1 ( 312, 189, 226>, 
'succ-1 1 (-341,-372); 
!. - -
I* [n3J */ 
'mult-1 1 (_237,_185,'0-l') 
• I o-1' (_237) I 
! . 
I* [n4l */ 
'mult-1' ( 360, 189,' succ-1' ( 226)) 
·- 'muit-1 1 ( 392, 189, 226), 
'plus-1 1 (-360,-392,-189), 
!. - - -
I* [nSJ */ 
'mult-1' ( 237,'0-1' ,_207) 
·-
1 0-11 (_237), 
! • 
/* [n6] */ 
'mult-1' ( 366, 'succ-1' ( 212), 231) 
·- 'muit-1' ( 398, 212, 231), 
'plus-1' ()66,~)98,::::231), 
! . 
I* >>> Catch-all 
'o-1' <' o-1' >. 
'succ-1' (' succ-1' (_173), 173). 
'plus-1' ('plus-1' ( 180, 181), 180, 181). 
'mult-1 1 ('mult-1 1 (=180,=181),=180,=181). 
<<< */ 
<<< */ 
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/*****************************************************************************/ 
/* *I 
/* Natural-Numbers-mod-2 */ 
/* */ 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
module('Natural-Numbers-mod-2'). 
sorts('Natural-Numbers-mod-2','NAT-2'). 
function('0-2','Natural-Numbers-mod-2','0',' []','NAT-2'). 
function('s-1','Natural-Numbers-mod-2',s, ['NAT-2'],'NAT-2'). 
function(' + -1 1 ,'Natural-Numbers-mod-2',' + ', ['NAT-2','NAT-2'],'NAT-2'). 
binop('_+_7 1',+>. - -
function(' * -1 1 ,'Natural-Numbers-mod-2',' * ', ['NAT-2','NAT-2'],'NAT-2'). 
binop('_*_7 1',*>. - -
I* >>> Equations 
/* [nl] */ 
, _+_-1' (_347,_347,, 0-2 1 ) 
:- ! . 
/* [n2] */ 
'_+_ -1' (_520, 368, 's-1' (_405)) 
• , + -1' ( 551, 368, 405), 
1 8-T1 <_520,_551>, -
!. 
/* [n3] */ 
, * -1' ( 416, 364,, 0-2 1 ) 
- ~ '07 2' (_416), 
!. 
I* [n4J */ 
' * -1' ( 539, 368, 's-1' ( 405)) 
- :-_ , * -1' ( 571, 368, -405), 
,-+--1, (-539,-571,-368), 
!~ - - - -
I* [n5J */ 
, * -1' ( 416,, 0-2 1 ,_386) 
- ~ '07 2' (_416), 
! . 
/* [n6] */ 
' * -1' ( 545, 's-1' ( 391), 410) 
• , * -1' ( 577, -391, 410), 
'=+=-1' (=545,=577,=410), 
! • 
/* [ml] */ 
's-1' ( 426, 's-1' (' 0-2 1 )) 
• •0-2 1 (_426), 
!. 
/* >>> Catch-all 
'o-2' <' 0-2, >. 
's-1' (' s-1' ( 352), 352). 
, + -1' <' + 7 1' < 359, 360), 359, 360l. 
'=*=-1' ('=*=-1' (=359,=360),=359,=360). 
<<< *I 
<<< *I 
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Appendix ll. Meuages of the system 
This appendix contains a list of all messages the ASF system can generate. The parts of the messages 
printed in italic are placeholders for pieces of text which will be filled in with appropriate information. 
Most messages are prefixed with an indication of the program from which they originate. These prefixes 
are: 
ASF Parser: Parser of input 
ASF Check: Typechecker 
ASF Norm: Normaliur 
ASF Impl: Generator of prototype 
ASF Input Parser: Parser of input 
ASF Ex: The generated prototype 
There are two types of messages which are not prefixed by one of the above mentioned labels. All mes-
sages of Prolog start with an exclamation mark ! . And, finally, the user is warned if commands are used 
incorrectly: 
• Usage: asf [-o outputfile] [files] 
In case the command: asf is used with the -o option and without further names of files. 
• Usage: asfex [-t] [-i inputfile] [files] 
The -i option is given without file names. 
The system not only generates error messages but it also notifies the user after succesful completion 
of major operations on the input. These messages are: 
• ASF Parser: File has been parsed 
• ASF Check: Typechecking is finished 
• ASF Norm: Normalization is finished 
• ASF Impl: Compilation is finished 
• ASF Input Parser: File has been parsed 
• ASF Ex: File has been executed 
ll.1. Error messages of the parsers 
Both parsers in the system can give error messages. In case of the parser for ASF specifications the mes-
sages are prepended with ASF Parser:. The messages of the parser for input terms are preceded by ASF 
Input Parser:. These messages are: 
• Can't open file "File" for input 
• Usage: asfparse [-o outputfile] [files] 
• Can't open file "File" for output 
• "File" line Nr: "Symbol" unexpected; "Symboll" or "Symbol2" expected 
• "File" syntax error in state Nr 
ll.2. Error messages of typechecker and normalizer 
Each of the messages in the following list is preceded by either ASF Check: or ASF Norm: depending on 
the program from which the message originates. 
• Can't open file "File" for output 
• No abstract syntax loaded 
• Can't open file "File" for input 
• module "Mod" defined more than once 
•module "Modl" begin ..• end "Mod2": "Modl" not equal to "Mod2" 
•module "Mod": "Parml" begin ... end "Parm2": "Parml" not equal to "Parm2" 
e module "Mod2": imported module "Modl" not yet defined 
e modµle "Mod": [ •.. "Name" -> "Namel" .•• "Name" -> "Name2" ] : multiple 
renaming of "Name" 
• module "Mod2": [ ••• "Namel" -> "Name2" ••• · J: no visible name "Namel" in 
module "Modl" 
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• module "Mod2": "Namel" -> "Name2" ] : no formal name "Namel" in 
parameter "Parm" of module "Modl" 
e module "Mod2": module "Modl" does not have parameter "Parm" 
• module "Mod": hidden sort "Sort" in declaration of visible function "Fnc: -> 
Sort" 
e module "Mod": undeclared sort "Sort" in function declaration "Fnc: -> Sort" 
• module "Mod": undeclared sort "Sort" in variable declaration "Var: -> Sort" 
•module "Mod": equation [Tag]: left-hand side has type "Sortl" and right-hand 
side type "Sort2" 
e module "Mod": equation [Tag]: term "Term" cannot be typed 
• module "Mod": illegal renaming of sort "Sort" to unary operator "Un-Op_" 
• module "Mod": illegal renaming of sort "Sort" to binary operator "_Bin-Op_" 
• module "Mod": illegal renaming of function "Fnc: Sort -> Sort" to binary 
operator "_Bin-Op_" 
• module "Mod": illegal renaming of function "Fnc: Sort # Sort -> Sort" to 
unary operator "Un-Op_" 
• module "Mod": illegal renaming of function "Fnc: Sort t Sort # Sort -> Sort" 
to unary operator "Un-Op_" 
• module "Mod": illegal renaming of function "Fnc: Sort # Sort t Sort -> Sort" 
to binary operator "_Bin-Op_" 
e module "Mod2": [ .•• "Sort" -> "Sortl" ••• ] : binding to hidden sort "Sortl" 
of actual module "Modl" 
•module "Mod2": ••• "Fnc" -> "Fncl" ... ]: binding to hidden function "Fncl: 
-> Sort" of actual module "Modl" 
• module "Mod2": "Sort" -> "Sortl" 1: no sort "Sortl" in actual 
module "Modl" 
• module "Mod2": "Fnc" -> "Fncl" •.. ] : no function "Fncl: -> Sort" in 
actual module "Modl" 
• module "Mod": parameter "Parm" defined more than once 
• module "Mod": sort "Sort" has different origins: modules "Modl" and "Mod2" 
• module "Mod": function "Fnc: -> Sort" has different origins: modules "Modl" 
and "Mod2" 
• module "Mod": sort "Sort" has different origins: exports section and hidden 
section 
•module "Mod": function "Fnc: -> Sort" has different origins: exports section 
and hidden section 
•module "Mod": sort "Sort" has different origins: parameter "Parm" and exports 
section 
• module "Mod": function "Fnc: -> Sort" has different origins: parameter "Parm" 
and exports section 
• module "Mod": sort "Sort" has different origins: parameter "Parm" and hidden 
section 
•module "Mod": function "Fnc: -> Sort" has different origins: parameter "Parm" 
and hidden section 
•module "Mod": sort "Sort" has different origins: parameter "Parml" and param-
eter "Parm2" 
• module "Mod": function "Fnc: -> Sort" has different origins: parameter 
"Parml" and parameter "Parm2" 
• module "Mod": sort "Sort" has different origins: sorts "Sortl" and "Sort2" 
• module "Mod": function "Fnc: -> Sort" has different origins: functions "Fncl: 
-> Sortl" and "Fnc2: -> Sort2" 
• module "Mod": overloaded functions "Fnc: -> Sortl" and "Fnc: -> Sort2" 
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• module "Mod": overloaded function "if: BOOL t Sortl t Sortl -> Sort2" with 
predefined if-function 
•module "Mod": overloading of variable "Name: -> Sort" with constant "Name: -> 
Sort" 
• module "Mod": overloaded variables "Var: -> Sortl" and "Var: -> Sort2" 
Il.3. Error messages of the generator of prototypes 
Each of the following error messages of the generator of prototypes is preceded by ASF Impl:. 
• Can't open file "File" for output 
• No abstract syntax loaded 
• Can't open file "File" for input 
• module "Mod2" imports "Modl" 
• module "Mod" left-hand side of equation [Tag] is a variable 
• module "Mod" left-hand side of equation [Tag] is a tuple 
• module "Mod" wrong use of "Varl, Var2" in condition of equation [Tag] 
• module "Mod" wrong use of "Varl, Var2" in right-hand side of equation [Tag] 
ASFCHECK (7) ASF Programmer's Manual ASFCHECK ( 7) 
NAME 
asfcheck - parser and typechecker for the algebraic specification formalism ASF 
SYNOPSIS 
asfcbeck [files ] 
DESCRIPTION 
FILES 
As/check parses and typechecks a specification written in the algebraic specification formalism ASF. 
It reads from standard input if no files are specified, otherwise the contents of files are concatenated and 
will be treated as one algebraic specification. Searching for files proceeds in two stages. FU'St, each 
filename, as given, is opened. Only if this fails, the name is extended with the default suffix .asf and a 
second attempt is made. The specification is parsed using as/parse, and if parsing is successful it is 
checked. 
An interpreter for a correct specification can be generated using asf. It is recommended to use asfcheck to 
parse and typecheck a specification before using as/, because normalization is a time-consuming process 
and it is useless if the algebraic specification is type-incorrect. 
Current Directory 
out* .as abstract syntax of specification 
Bin-Directory for ASF 
asfcheck shell-script for this command 
asfparse parser 
exec.norm code for the typechecker 
SEE ALSO 
- asf(7), asfparse(7), asfnorm(7}, asfimpl(7), asfex(7). 
- J.A. Bergstra, J. Heering, and P.Klint, 
ASF -An algebraic specification formalism, 
Report CS-R8705, Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, 1987. 
DIAGNOSTICS 
ASF Parser: text 
Messages from the parser, see asfparse(7). 
ASF Check: Typechecking is finished 
ASF Check: No abstract syntax loaded 
ASF Check: module "name" text 
Error messages of the typechecker. 
! text 
Messages from Prolog 
AUTHOR 
P.R.H. Hendriks 
Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science 
P.0.Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
First Distribution local 1 
ASF(7) ASF Programmer's Manual ASF(7) 
NAME 
asf - code generator for the algebraic specification formalism ASF 
SYNOPSIS 
asf [ -c outputfile] [files] 
DESCRIPTION 
FILES 
Asf generates an interpreter for a specification written in the algebraic specification formalism ASF. 
It reads from standard input if no files are specified, otherwise the contents of files are concatenated and 
will be treated as one algebraic specification. Searching for files proceeds in two stages. FtrSt, each 
filename, as given, is opened. Only if this fails, the name is extended with the default suffix .as/ and a 
second attempt is made. The specification is parsed using as/parse, and if parsing is successful it is nor-
malized with asjnorm. The specification dependant part of the interpreter is generated with asfimpl in the 
standard file out.impl in the current directory if no -c option is given, otherwise it is written in outputfile. 
The generated interpreter can be used by asfex to reduce terms to their nonnal fonn. 
Nonnalization is a time-consuming process and it is useless if the algebraic specification is type-incorrect. 
It is recommended to use as/check to parse and typecheck a specification before using asf. 
Current Directory 
out.imp! standard output (without -c option) 
out* .as abstract syntax of specification 
out* .norm abstract syntax of normalized specification 
Bin-Directory for ASF 
asf shell-script for this command 
asfparse parser 
asfnorm nonnalizer 
exec.norm code for the normalizer 
asfi.mpl code generator 
exec.impl code for the code generator 
SEE ALSO 
- asfparse(7), asfcheck(7), asfnorm(7), asfi.mpl(7), asfex(7). 
- J.A. Bergstra, J. Heering, and P.Klint, 
ASF -An algebraic specification formalism, 
Report CS-R8705, Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, 1987. 
DIAGNOSTICS 
Usage: asf [-o outputfile] [files] 
If the -c option is given without outputfile. 
ASF Parser: text 
Messages from the parser, see asfparse(7). 
ASF Norm: text 
Messages from the normalizer, see asfnorm(7). 
ASF Impl: text 
Messages from the code generator, see asfunpl(7). 
! text 
Messages from Prolog 
AUTHOR 
P.R.H. Hendriks 
Centr.e for Mathematics and Computer Science 
P.O.Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
First Distribution local 1 
ASFEX(7) ASF Programmer's Manual ASFEX(7) 
NAME 
asfex - reduction machine for the algebraic specification formalism ASF 
SYNOPSIS 
asfex [ -i inputfi.le] [ -t] [files] 
asfex [ -t] [ -i input.file] [files] 
DESCRIPTION 
Asfex reduces terms to their normal form. It needs the code (generated by as/) from a specification written 
in the algebraic specification formalism ASF. 
Asfex looks for the generated code from the specification in the input.file if the -i option is given, otherwise 
it looks for the standard file out.impl in the current directory. Asfex reads from standard input if no files are 
specified and in that case the output of the reduction will be written in out.ex. The files are parsed using 
inpparse, and if parsing is successful the reduction machine will reduce each term to its normal form. 
Searching for files proceeds in two stages. First, each filename, as given, is opened. Only if this fails, the 
name is extended with the default suffix .inp and a second attempt is made. The output of the reduction is 
written in the corresponding file with the suffix .ex. 
The reduction machine uses lefbnost innermost reduction to reduce terms to their normal form and a trace 
of the reduction is given when the -t option is specified. 
SYNTAX OF INPUT 
FILES 
The input should have the following syntax: 
<input> ::= <input-module>+ . 
<input-module> ::= "module" <module-ident> 
"begin" 
[ <variables> ] 
[ <termS>] 
"end" <module-ident>. 
<termS> .. - "terms" <tagged-term>+ . 
<tagged-term> .. - <tag> <term> . 
Where <module-ident>, <variableS>, <tag> and <term> are defined as in ASF. 
Current Directory 
out.impl 
out.ias 
out.ex 
file.ias 
file.ex 
Bin-Directory for ASF 
standard input (without -i option) 
abstract syntax of input (without.files specified) 
standard output (without.files specified) 
abstract syntax if file is one of the files specified 
outputfile if file is one of the files specified 
asfex shell-script for this command 
inpparse parser for input 
exec.red code for the reduction machine 
SEE ALSO 
- asf(7), asfparse(7), asfcheck(7), asfnorm(7), asfimpl(7), inpparse(7). 
- J.A. Bergstra, J. Heering, and P.Klint, 
ASF-An algebraic specification formalism, 
Report CS-R8705, Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, 1987. 
DIAGNOSTICS 
Usage: asfex [-t] [-i inputfile] [files] 
If the -i option is given without input.file and without files. 
First Distribution local 1 
ASFEX(7) 
ASF Bx: inputfile does not exist 
ASF Input Parser: text 
ASF Programmer's Manual 
Messages from the parser, see inpparse(7). 
ASF Ex: file has been executed 
ASFBx: module "name" text 
Error messages of the interpreter. 
! text 
Messages from Prolog 
AUTHOR 
P.R.H. Hendriks 
Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science 
P.O.Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
First Distribution local 
ASFEX(7) 
2 
ASFPARSE(7) ASF Programmer's Manual ASFPARSE( 7) 
NAME 
asfparse - parser for the algebraic specification formalism ASF 
SYNOPSIS 
asfparse [ -o outputflle ] [files ] 
DESCRIPTION 
FILES 
As/parse parses a specification written in the algebraic specification formalism ASF. 
It reads from standard input if no files are specified, otherwise the contents of files are concatenated and 
will be treated as one algebraic specification. Searching for files proceeds in two stages. First, each 
filename, as given, is opened. Only if this fails. the name is extended with the default suffix .asf and a 
second attempt is made. The abstract syntax of the algebraic specification is written in the standard file 
out.as in the current directory if no -o option is given, otherwise the abstract syntax is written in outputfrle. 
The generated abstract syntax can be used by asfnorm to normalize the specification and by asjimpl to gen-
erate an interpreter for all modules without imports in the specification. 
As/parse is used in as/ and as/check. 
Current Directory 
out.as standard output (without -o option) 
Bin-Directory for ASF 
asfparse this command 
SEE ALSO 
- asf(7), asfcheck(7), asfnorm(7), asfimpl(7), asfex(7). 
- J.A. Bergstra. J. Heering, and P.Klint, 
ASF -An algebraic specification formalism, 
Report CS-R8705, Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, 1987. 
DIAGNOSTICS 
BUGS 
ASF Parser: file has been parsed 
Message after parsing of file. 
ASF Parser: Usage: asfparse [-o outputfile] [files] 
If the -o option is given without outputfile. 
ASF Parser: Can't open file ''file" for input 
ASF Parser: Can't open file ''file" for output 
ASFParser: ''file" line linenumber: "token" unexpected; "tokens" expected 
ASF Parser: ''file" syntax error in state number 
The parser will not recover from all errors: It skips until the next newline if an error occurs in a function- or 
variable declaration. 
AUTHOR 
P.R.H. Hendriks 
Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science 
P.O.Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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NAME 
asfnorm - normalizer for the algebraic specification formalism ASF 
SYNOPSIS 
asfnorm [ -o outputftle] [files] 
DESCRIPTION 
FILES 
Asfnorm normalizes a specification written in the algebraic specification formalism ASF. Its input is the 
abstract syntax of the specification as generated by the parser for ASF using as/parse. The output is also in 
the form of the abstract syntax of a specification. This generated abstract syntax can be used by asjimpl to 
generate an interpreter. 
Asfnorm reads from standard input if no files are specified, otherwise the contents of files are concatenated 
and will be treated as one algebraic specification. Searching for files proceeds in two stages. First, each 
filename, as given, is opened. Only if this fails, the name is extended with the default suffix .as and a 
second attempt is made. 
Asfnorm is used in asf to generate an interpreter for an algebraic specification. It is recommended to use 
as/check to parse and typecheck a specification before using as/, because normalization is a time-
consuming process and it is useless if the algebraic specification is type-incorrect. 
Current Directory 
out.norm standard output (without -o option) 
Bin-Directory for ASF 
asfnorm shell-script for this command 
exec.norm code for the normalizer 
SEE ALSO 
- asf(7), asfparse(7), asfcheck(7), asfunpl(7), asfex(7). 
- J.A. Bergstra, J. Heering, and P.Klint, 
ASF-An algebraic specification formalism, 
Report CS-R8705, Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, 1987. 
DIAGNOSTICS 
ASFNorm: Usage: asfnorm [-o outputfile] [files] 
If the -o option is given without outputfile. 
ASF Norm: Normalization is finished 
Message after successful normalization. 
ASF Norm: No abstract syntax loaded 
ASF Norm: Can't open file ''file" for input 
ASF Norm: Can't open file ''file" for output 
ASF Norm: module "name" text 
Error messages of the normalizer. 
! text 
Messages from Prolog 
AUTHOR 
P.R.H. Hendriks 
Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science 
P.O.Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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NAME 
asfimpl - code generator for the algebraic specification formalism ASF 
SYNOPSIS 
asfimpl [ -o outputfile ] [files ] 
DESCRIPTION 
ASFIMPL(7) 
Asjimpl generates an interpreter for a specification written in the algebraic specification formalism ASF. Its 
input is the abstract syntax of the specification as generated by the parser for ASF using as/parse or the 
normalizer asfnorm. 
FILES 
Asjimpl reads from standard input if no files are specified, otherwise the contents of files are concatenated 
and will be treated as one algebraic specification. Searching for files proceeds in three stages. Fust, each 
filename, as given, is opened. Only if this fails, the name is extended with the default suffix .norm and a 
second attempt is made. Finally, an attempt is made using the suffix .as. 
Asjimpl is used in asfto generate an interpreter for an algebraic specification written in ASF. 
Current Directory 
out.imp! standard output (without -o option) 
Bin-Directory for ASF 
asfimpl shell-script for this command 
exec.impl code for the code generator 
SEE ALSO 
- asf(7), asfparse(7), asfcheck(7), asfnonn{7), asfex(7). 
- J.A. Bergstra, J. Heering, and P.Klint, 
ASF-An algebraic specification formalism, 
Report CS-R8705, Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, 1987. 
DIAGNOSTICS 
ASF Impl: Usage: asfimpl [-o outputfile] [files] 
If the -o option is given without outputfile. 
ASF Impl: Compilation is finished 
Message after successful code generation. 
ASF Impl: No abstract syntax loaded 
ASF Impl: Can't open file "file" for input 
ASF Impl: Can't open file "file" for output 
ASF Impl: module "name" text 
Error messages of the code generator. 
! text 
Messages from Prolog 
AUTHOR 
P.R.H. Hendriks 
Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science 
P.O.Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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NAME 
inpparse - parser for input-modules 
SYNOPSIS 
inpparse [ -o outputfile ] [files ] 
DESCRIPTION 
lnpparse parses input for the interpreter generated from a specification written in the algebraic specification 
formalism ASF. 
It reads from standard input if no files are specified, otherwise the contents of files are concatenated and 
will be treated as one algebraic specification. Searching for files proceeds in two stages. First, each 
filename, as given, is opened. Only if this fails, the name is extended with the default suffix .inp and a 
second attempt is made. The abstract syntax of the algebraic specification is written in the standan:l file 
out.ias in the current directory if no -o option is given, otherwise the abstract syntax is written in 
outputfile. 
lnpparse is used in asfex to reduce terms to their normal form. 
SYNTAX OF INPUT 
The input should have the following syntax: 
<input> ::= <input-module>+ . 
<input-module> ::= "module" <module-ident> 
"begin" 
[ <variableS> ] 
[ <termS>] 
"end" <module-ident>. 
<terms> .. - "terms" <tagged-term>+. 
<tagged-term> .. - <tag> <term> . 
Where <module-ident>, <variableS>, <tag> and <term> are defined as in ASF. 
Current Directory 
out.ias standard output (without -o option) 
Bin-Directory for ASF 
inpparse this command 
SEE ALSO 
- asfex(7). 
- J.A. Bergstra, J. Heering, and P.Klint, 
ASF -An algebraic specification formalism, 
Report CS-R8705, Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, 1987. 
DIAGNOSTICS 
BUGS 
ASF Input Parser: file has been parsed 
Message after parsing of file. 
ASF Input Parser: Usage: inpparse [-o outputfile] [files] 
If the -o option is given without outputfile. 
ASF Input Parser: Can't open file "file" for input 
ASF Input Parser: Can't open file ''file" for output 
ASF Input Parser: ''file" line linenumber: "token" unexpected; "tokens" expected 
ASF Input Parser: ''file" syntax error in state number 
The parser will not recover from all errors: It skips until the next newline if an error occurs in a variable 
declaration. 
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AUTHOR 
P.R.H. Hendriks 
Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science 
P.O.Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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EXTRACTING ASF FROM TAPE 
After extracting the A.if-Implementation from tape using: 
tar xv 
Installing ASF ( 7 ) 
a directory named asfimpl is created in the current directory. It contains a Makefile, this text (README) 
and the input for this text in manual format (Readme.text). Furthermore it contains five subdirectories: 
bin Bin-directory, which is empty. 
eqs Sources to handle asf specifications. 
input Sources to handle the input. 
man Manual pages. 
test Test input. 
REQUIREMENTS 
In order to be able to install and use the As/-Implementation it is necessary to have an implementation of 
C-Prolog. The default name for C-Prolog which the system uses, is prolog. This default value can be 
changed by editing the variable PROLOG in the header of the Makefile in the asfimpl-directory. Upon ins-
tallation of the system it is possible to modify the default stacksizes of C-Prolog used throughout the sys-
tem by editing the variable STACK in the same file. 
INSTALLATION 
To install the As/-Implementation go to the directory asfimpl and use 
make 
to create several commands in the bin-directory. 
After this, make these commands available by creating links to the files: 
as/, asfcheck, as/parse, asfnorm, asftmpl, asfex and inpparse 
in the bin-directory or by adding the pathname of the bin-directory to your searchpath. 
TESTING 
The As/-Implementation can be tested by going to the test-directory: asfimpl/test. It contains an asf-
specification of the booleans (in bool.ast) and natural numbers (in nat.ast). 
To check the specifications use: 
as/check bool nat 
The given specification is correct and hence the following messages should be generated: 
ASF Parser: boot has been parsed 
ASF Parser: nat has been parsed 
ASF Check: Typechecking is finished 
It should be possible to generate an interpreter for this specification using: 
asfboolnat 
The following messages should be generated: 
ASF Parser: bool has been parsed 
ASF Parser: nat has been parsed 
ASF Norm: Normalization is finished 
ASF Impl: Compilation is finished 
and a file out.impl will be created. 
The testinput for this specification is in the file term.inp. To reduce the terms in this file to normal form use 
the command 
asfex term or 
as/ex -t term 
It generates the following messages: 
ASF Input Parser: term has been parsed 
ASF Ex: term has been executed 
and a file tenn.ex in which the output of the reduction (without or with trace infomwion) can be found. 
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MANUAL PAGES 
Manual pages for the distinct commands can be found in the directory: asfimpl/man. These can be read 
using the manual package of ditroff. 
SEE ALSO 
- J.A. Bergstra, J. Heering, and P.Klint, 
ASF-An algebraic specification formalism, 
Report CS-R8705, Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, 1987. 
AUTHOR. 
P .R.H. Hendriks 
Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science 
P.O.Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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